We are very happy to announce that from 15th September 2015, Prof. Deepankar Kumar Ashish has joined the team of Elixir Editorial Advisory Board. He/She will carry a special responsibility for dealing with manuscripts based on Civil Engineering. Prof. Deepankar Kumar Ashish working as an Associate Professor & Head, Department of Civil Engineering, Maharaja Agrasen Institute of Technology, Maharaja Agrasen University, Atal Shiksha Kunj, Kalujhanda, Barotiwala, Baddi, Distt. Solan, Hp- 174 103, India. The appointment of Prof. Deepankar Kumar Ashish as member Editorial Advisory Board strengthens the links and will make it easier for prospective authors to establish contact with the journal. Please send any expressions of interest to elixirpublishers@gmail.com.

Sincerely
Editor-in-Chief